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An informative and beautifully illustrated Atlas with concise, user-friendly text. Detailed maps

highlight scenic routes, national parks and places of interest and are accompanied by full-colour

photographs, climate charts and &#147;top attractionsÃ¢â‚¬Â• fact panels. The Area Map section

contains all the top tourist regions, indicating quality hotels, places of interest, road conditions,

useful contact numbers and travel tips, as well as exciting events and festivals. The Town Plans are

of major centres and indicate name and position of hotels, one-way streets, parking areas, places of

interest, libraries and post offices.
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An informative and beautifully illustrated Atlas with concise, user-friendly text. Detailed maps

highlight scenic routes, national parks and places of interest and are accompanied by full-colour

photographs, climate charts and &#147;top attractionsÃ¢â‚¬Â• fact panels. The Area Map section

contains all the top tourist regions, indicating quality hotels, places of interest, road conditions,

useful contact numbers and travel tips, as well as exciting events and festivals. The Town Plans are

of major centres and indicate name and position of hotels, one-way streets, parking areas, places of

interest, libraries and post offices.

Husband-and-wife team Willie and Sandra Olivier are based in Windhoek and have an extensive

knowledge of both the country and the people. They are keep backpackers, and their travels have



introduced them to all aspects of this magnificent country.

We found this pretty useless. We ended up not using it at all before leaving, and not while in

Namibia. If you have no maps whatsoever, it is better than nothing. But you're better off waiting until

you get to Namibia and then buying a high quality map there. The best map we found is by

Tracks4Africa.

Easy to read and follow maps that cover one of the easiest countries to navigate. My only true

complaint is the level of detail. We used this atlas and a separate foldout country map that we

picked up in Windhoek. We needed both maps to cover all areas that we wanted to visit. I don't

believe we could have found a better all-in-one atlas for Namibia, and give it a big thumbs up for its

ease of use and coverage.
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